
GagaRoom FAQ

Q: Can I take just some of the GagaRoom sessions?
A: Participants must commit to joining all the sessions in order to enjoy the
most meaningful process and contribute to the group. If you are not
available to join all the sessions, please do not register for GagaRoom; you
are welcome to participate in our ongoing Gaga Online classes instead.

Q: Is GagaRoom open to people without Gaga experience?
A: GagaRoom is specifically designed for people who have already immersed
themselves in ongoing Gaga classes - and perhaps enjoyed some of our
workshops - and are interested in researching the language further,
undertaking a meaningful process in a supportive peer community, and
building more connections between their daily lives and Gaga. The
participants' previous experience forms a significant foundation for the
material of the GagaRoom.

Q: Why do you require a written application and photo?
A:We want to get to know you! GagaRoom will be even more interactive and
personalized than our ongoing classes. Your materials will help us recognize
you and enable us to better tailor the course to the members of this group.

Q: Why do you require participants to take other Gaga classes during
the course?
A: GagaRoom meets weekly as a group, but each individual's process should
continue throughout the week to help move the course forward. Each
additional class you take will help you to create connections, generate
questions, make discoveries, and reflect on the weekly group session as well
as on your individual process. The other classes are akin to homework,
offering a structure for you to broaden and deepen your research - and put
your research into practice.

Q: I'm a Gaga Online member, with a recurring automatic payment.
How does this affect my billing?
A: GagaRoom's tuition includes GagaRoom sessions + 5 weeks of unlimited
access to Gaga Online for the duration of the course. If you register for
GagaRoom, we will discount your next autopay to $0 and the one afterwards
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to 50% of your regular membership fee, which means that you will receive ~1
free week of Gaga Online.

Q: What will happen to any active 10-class or 5-class pass that I have
with Gaga Online during the GagaRoom?
A:We will "freeze" your current pass so that any classes can be used after
the 5 weeks of GagaRoom have ended.

Q: Do participants need to keep their cameras open in the GagaRoom
meetings?
A: Yes, given the interactive and personal nature of the course, all
participants must work with their cameras open.

Q: Will recordings of the GagaRoom sessions be available?
A: No, because attendance in the live session is required to join GagaRoom,
recordings will not be sent.

Q: Will you have more GagaRooms in the future?
A:We hope so!

Q: I have another question that's not listed here. How can I get my
answer?
A: Contact Alissa at gagaonline@gagapeople.com
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